Model-based approaches to biomarker discovery and evaluation: a multidisciplinary integrated review.
The most common use of any mathematical or statistical model in physiology, pathophysiology, or therapy evaluation is to organize all relevant components characterizing the system behavior into a rigorously testable framework. This approach is widely applied both to the study of complex homeostatic paradigms involving endogenous substances and to the evaluation of the kinetics and dynamics of xenobiotics such as toxicants and drugs. In either case, one seeks a quantitative framework of the system that is consistent with known physiology and pharmacology and is "compatible" (in some meaningful sense) with all available data. The models are then evaluated and subjected to identifiability and validity tests and can then be used to estimate unknown parameters of interest, to make predictions about system behavior, to simulate previously unobserved behavior in response to a putative perturbation, and to aid in further experimental design. In a broader context, however, the focus and ultimate goal of this set of methodologies (whether this is explicitly stated or not) lies in understanding the mechanisms of physiology and pathophysiology and measuring the effect of therapeutic interventions through the accurate quantification of biomarkers of interest. In this review, we attempt to bring together under this comprehensive framework more than four decades of investigation on modeling and simulation in the life sciences (in particular, we will concentrate on the areas of pharmacology, physiology, and bioengineering). We demonstrate that such modeling approaches, when appropriately designed and evaluated, have significant potential and can be used to understand the multiple factors of disease progression and response to therapeutic interventions, the most likely causes of variability in population and individual responses to therapy, and the most appropriate timing of treatment administration. Lastly, they may allow estimation and prediction of significant outcomes in feasibility and clinical studies.